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“I was the one that fucking hit you. If it wasn’t for you, would certainly I have been damaged 

by you?” Liu Qi was fierce enough to offer Xie Yufu a type the face. 

Xie Yufu had actually constantly dealt with Liu Qi like a dog. If she desired him to do 

something, he would have to do it obediently. 

She had always transcended before Liu Qi. When was Liu Qi’s rely on strike her? 

” Liu Qi, don’t you desire me anymore?” Xie Yufu said. 

Liu Qi sneered as well as stated, “You bitch, don’t believe that I do not recognize what 

you’re thinking. I always understand that you look down on me. Do you really desire me to 

serve you as a queen?” 

Hearing these words, Xie Yufu’s face transformed even paler. It was because of Liu Qi’s 

presence that Xie Yufu had the ability to develop her confidence as well as make her feeling 

that she was a high and mighty queen. Liu Qi’s words had most certainly pushed her right 

into an ice valley. 

 

” What’s even more, now you also risk to annoy Manager Manfred’s close friend. If I don’t 

show you a lesson, exactly how can I be worthy of Boss Manfred?” After stating that, Liu Qi 

punched Xie Yufu in the face a couple of more times. 

Manfred smiled faintly when he saw this situation. This Liu Qi had additionally been ruthless 

in order to discharge himself of his obligations. To think that he would not even spare a 

solitary ounce of mercy for the female he liked. 

” Liu Qi, speak well. Manfred stated indifferently. 

 

Liu Qi was surprised. He rapidly decreased his head as well as stated, “Employer Manfred, I 

recognize I was wrong. 

” Whether or not you can go, it’s unqualified me to make a decision.” Manfred stated. 



Liu Qi recognized what these words indicated. All he needed was a little bit as well as he 

would be willing to kneel down to Samuel. 

Manfred’s close friend! 

The weight of these words was only lighter than that of the Divine family in Cloud City. 

Certainly, if Liu Qi were to discover what had occurred at Tian Changsheng’s birthday 

banquet, he probably would even have the heart to kill Xie Yufu. 

” Bro Samuel, I was wrong. It’s all my fault. Please provide me a chance.” Liu Qi submitted 

and also claimed. 

Samuel sat on the sofa and also claimed, “My automobile was wrecked. Tian Ling’ er gave it 

to me. It’s challenging to let her learn about it.” 

Liu Qi’s scalp was numb as well as he was regarding to weep. Not only did he recognize 

Manfred, he also recognized Tian Ling’ emergency room. 

” Sibling Samuel, your cars and truck, I will certainly compensate you a new one.” Liu Qi 

gritted his teeth and also claimed. 

Millions of yuan was heartbreaking, it was a lot more appropriate to shed some cash than 

the devastation of the Liu family members. 

” You imply that you want to bear the outcome for Xie Yufu?” Samuel smiled as well as 

asked. 

” No, no, no, no.” Liu Qi swung his hand in a panic as well as fast stated, “Brother Samuel, 

you misunderstood me. I really did not help her bear the effects. I just wish to pay the price 

for my stupidity. Besides, I have provoked you.” 

Seeing just how panic-stricken Liu Qi was, Manfred grinned as well as said to Samuel, “Do 

not frighten him. Otherwise, I’ll change all the rugs in this exclusive room. You need to 

compensate me then.” 

“Okay, offer me back the cash first, and then I’ll pay you for the rug,” Samuel said. 

Manfred’s face was filled with clumsiness. This fellow, Samuel, was so abundant. 



“Then you need to continue.” Manfred said. 

“Xie Yufu, call your dad. I do not want to target a lady,” Samuel claimed faintly. 

Xie Yufu’s heart was in total misery. Manfred still owed Samuel coins. Not surprising that he 

would help Samuel. 

If Xie Jinyan recognized that he had actually made such a huge mistake again, it was not 

impossible for him to break off the partnership between daddy as well as daughter. 

 


